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GAMES & MUSIC
RUSSELL STEWART

WHERE: Glasgow
FOR FANS OF: Paolo Nutini, Hue and Cry,
Tom Misch
JIM SAYS: With his silky soul voice, backed
with cool grooves, Russell is a real contender.
Since appearing at last year’s TRNSMT festival the 23-year-old has released his first two
singles. Describing his sound as “a modern
mix of neo-soul and funk leaning on jazz and
singer-songwriter stylings”, debut release
Who Am I To You? was a perfect introduction.
He said: “It had a really positive, heartwarming response. For a song that’s almost
four years old and has changed and
evolved so much over
that time, it feels great
to have it in a finished
form. Playing Stereo
in Glasgow for the
launch was incredible.”
Russell has been
playing in bands since
he was 14. He said:
“When I left school, I
knew I wanted to figure
out my own sound so I
went to college to
study music. Since
2015 I’ve been performing around Glasgow, slowly building up
a name for myself. I’ve always had jazz/funk/
soul leanings to the music, but the tunes
used to be more laidback and live sounding.
Now I’m thinking more about production.
“I love to play about with electronic or synth
parts and layering vocals. Songwriting is my
passion and central to the music. I’d say my
lyrics have got more personal and focused.”
I caught him playing No18 in Rutherglen

NEW MUSIC

By Jim Gellatly

near Glasgow recently. He blew me away. His
seemingly effortless style gels beautifully
with his accomplished band.
He said: “I put together a live band last
year. Moss Taylor on keys, Lizzie Reid on guitar, George Francis on bass and Jack Boyce
on drums. Having them for that full band
sound just brings out all I could hope for in
my music.” Russell’s wonderful new single
Midsummer came out
on Friday. He said:
“It’s about getting
through
difficult
times and how the
change in season
can feel like turning a
new leaf, embracing
the (hopefully) warm,
sunny time at the
height of summer.”
Russell is one of
many
exciting
emerging acts at
XpoNorth in Inverness next month. He added: “I have several
gigs in Glasgow in July and then I’m playing
the King Tut’s Summer Nights festival at the
end of August supporting HYYTS.”
MORE: facebook.com/russellstewartmusic

lJim presents a weekly showcase of New Music on
Amazing Radio Sundays 2-4pm. amazingradio.com. Russell also features on Jim’s latest podcast at jimgellatly.com

Watch a video of Made Of Eyes
at: thescottishsun.co.uk
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LIFE Is Strange developer
Dontnod’s next title — a
psychological thriller called Twin
Mirror — has been pushed back to
2020. The news about the story-

THE first Layers Of Fear was a
psychological dive into the mind of
a painter who was trying to
complete a masterpiece but whose
demons drove him to madness.
Polish Studio Bloober Team took
a walking sim core then added an
interesting, if slightly unnerving,
horror spin.
Fast forward three years and the
team is back with a sequel . . . well,
sort of.
The old Victorian mansion is
gone and we now have a luxury
cruise liner.
There is a new lead character —
an actor who is being hounded by a
mad, on-edge director.
It all has a real vibe of classic
Hollywood glamour. The tale has a
few different threads to sort out —
from what has happened to the
crew and passengers and why you
are there in the first place.
We won’t spoil the fun, but we
will admit that the tale will make

Layers of Fear 2
Xbox One, PS4 and PC £24.99

you think. It plays heavily on
symbolism and makes you come to
your own conclusions about situations. That makes it a great talker
— you and your pals will discuss
the best route through the game.
And there will be plenty of chat
because we found a number of
endings after the eight-hour run
time.
If you have played the first game
then you’ll recognise a lot of the
tricks — like walking through a
door to find it leads you to a different room — and the sound builds
the tension.
There is a fair few “jump” scares
so you had probably play this with
the lights on. You never know
what’s behind that door.
That tension is amplified by the
fact that you are very much
defenceless as you investigate

MICROSOFT’S Xbox Elite is
getting a nip and tuck, with a
new Series 2 pad out on November
24 for £160. It will introduce a
rechargeable battery and adjustable

IT is a tough gig for developers to make
yearly updates of top sports series.
It’s a fine line between keeping it familiar
but adding enough new content to convince
fans to pay out another £50.
But Italian studio Milestone has earned its
two-wheeled stripes with the MotoGP series.
This year’s offering, MotoGP 19, has
shaken things up and breathed some fresh
life into the overall game. So there’s no
in-depth bid to go from rookie to the next
Valentino Rossi like last time.
Now you get a choice of four series
under the MotoGP banner. You can cut
your teeth in the Red Bull Rookies Cup,
or if you prefer Moto2 or 3 then fill your
boots. Or you can embrace the future
with the MotoE electric bike series.
However, if you want to attack the
full-fat MotoGP series, climb aboard
and hold on tight. There are two flavours of
career mode — standard holds your hand a
little while Pro throws you in at the deep end
and keeps its foot on your head.
Each championship has its own career
where you complete a number of goals
across a standard race weekend. It’s a good
way to let you dial in your skills on the bike as
well as learning the tracks.
But the challenge comes before you ride —
you can spend ages setting up your bike,

what’s going on. There are some
puzzles to solve but they are not
too taxing and are a welcome
break from the terror that is
definitely coming your way.
The whole game has a real-world
feel but the Hollywood theme
adds a neat touch as sections
change to black and white
segments and the like.
But, as we suggested earlier,
sound is king. It adds depth, builds
tone, vibe and tension and it is all
backed up by some great voice
acting for the mad director and
some of the other characters.
If you were a fan of the first game
you’ll enjoy this. But the real treat
is for newcomers as you push for
the truth.
This is a great game on its own
merits, not just as part of the
series. The story is fast-paced and
it WILL scare you.
HHHHú
STUART CULLEN

WIN tickets to Scotland’s

biggest gaming festival
SCOTLAND’S ultimate gaming experience Resonate returns to the SEC
in Glasgow from July 20-21 for its
fourth year.
With a star-studded line-up confirmed, some of the biggest names
in gaming and YouTube will be there.
Reaction and commentary YouTuber WillNE is among those signed
up for the event along with Fortnite
Twitch streamers The
Burnt Chip and Gee
Nelly.
sensations
Online
Syndicate and Pyrocynical will also be
there, along with international gaming and lifestyle YouTuber Alfie Deyes.
Resonate will showcase the latest
games, software and gadgets. The
biggest of its kind in Scotland, the
event is now firmly on the gaming
map. Throughout the weekend, the
creators will be putting on some
unmissable stage performances as
well as holding meet-and-greets.
The Scottish Sun, in conjunction
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driven investigation game comes
along with an announcement that
Dontnod has signed a deal with Epic
to restrict sales to the Epic Game
Store on PC for a year.

with Resonate, has 10 pairs of tickets
to give away for this event. To be in
with a chance of winning, answer the
following question: What is the
codename of the next Xbox console?
A) Project Sky Blue, B) Project
Scarlett, or C) Project Green.
HOW TO ENTER: Email your answer, name,
address, daytime contact number and answer
to win@the-sun.co.uk. Please put RESONATE
in the email subject header. Competition
closes at midnight tonight,
(June 23, 2019). UK residents
only and excluding any
employees and their families
or anyone professionally
connected with this promotion. One entry per person. 10
winners will be selected at
random from all entries received after the closing date. The prize is 10 winners receiving pair
of tickets only to Resonate event for one day
either July 20 or 21. Travel is not included.
Entrants must be 18 or over. Prize is subject to
availability . No cash alternative will be offered.
Resonate reserves the right to refuse entry
without explanation. The Scottish Sun are
under no liability whatsoever in connection
with any loss, damage or injury which is
suffered as a direct or indirect result of
the prize. Usual Scottish Sun rules apply. See
resonatetotalgaming.com

GAMING COLUMN PLUS ALL THE

MotoGP 19
Xbox One, PS4, Switch and PC £49.99
sorting out tyre choices and checking out the
performance.
If that sounds too much like hard work, you
can describe how your bike is handling and
the game tweaks things. In a way, that is how
the pros do it. You don’t see Marc Márquez or
Danilo Petrucci with a spanner!
The racing is very SIM-based and it is
tough because each bike feels and handles
differently.
Being the official licenced game you
get all the bikes, riders and tracks as
well as a few historic treats.
The game looks and sounds better
than it has for a good few years. The
detail is hugely impressive although the
crowds are a bit cardboard cut-out.
Dynamic weather systems have lit up
racing games, so it is a shock not to see one
here. In fact, it is a bit too SIM-like for its own
good and newcomers will find it hard going.
The ultimate question will always be
whether it is worth paying out for an upgrade
of last year’s game. It’s polished, classy and
gives you new ways to attack the game. Is
that enough?
HHHH
STUART CULLEN

Ark epic
will find
your true
worth . . .
YOU know you have a hit Void B*****ds
when you are still thinking Xbox One and PC £24.99
about the game days after runs the ship, called B.A.C.S, wants
the prisoners to get the bits needed
the credits roll.
So hats off to Blue Manchu for
their latest offering — although
maybe next time name it something that won’t require asterisks
in a family paper.

The team cut their teeth on System
Shock 2 and Bioshock so you know
you’re in for a treat.
It may seem like a run-of-the-mill
roguelike game, but that is selling it
very short. The tale sees you fill the
boots of a number of inmates aboard
the Void Ark — a big prison ship
that is trapped in space. The AI that

to get them home.
The story was written by Scot
Cara Ellison. It’s an interesting take
on just how disposable people are to
how,
and
corporations
large
ultimately, you are no more worth
than a light bulb in an office — both
are there to do a job and are just
numbers on a spreadsheet.
You are a number of characters —
each with their own positive and
negative traits which impact the
gameplay. You could be very short,
colour blind or have the ability to
open locks quickly. It’s a real roll of

the dice, but once you are up and
running B.A.C.S sends you out into
the darkness to find resources, food
and fuel . . . and those parts you need
to complete the mission.
Just like the characters, each ship
is a gamble and success lies in how
you read where and when to dock.
Some ships have friendly aliens,
others are deadly and you have
limited weapons and ammo.
You can find scraps to build
into new weapons or armour
and each death makes you
stronger, faster and better.
But it is never easy — once
the AI spots you, it never
gives up and you are basically a magnet who anything that can shoot. If
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tension thumbsticks. The rubber grip
and hair-trigger locks have been
improved and you can save three
custom profile set-ups. It will work
with Xbox, PC and Project Scarlett.

LAP UP THE ACTION

Boat trip
is a real
scream

READ THE
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that wasn’t enough, there are space
whales that will eat you, black holes
that shift you to other areas in space
and Scottish pirates — complete with
juice that is fake Irn-Bru cans.
Void B*****ds looks stunning with a
comic-book tone. The sound adds to
the fun, with B.A.C.S voiced by
Kevan Brighting — remember Stanley
Parable? — so expect a few good
laughs. Ellison also adds her voice
talent to the pirates.
It is a brutal and unforgiving
game but if you think and act
smart you’ll get the most out of
a space epic which has more
than a few cheap comic
thrills. It’s a must-play.
HHHHH
STUART CULLEN
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THE Monster Hunter
World: Iceborne beta
started on Friday exclusively
for PS Plus users but ends
tomorrow at 11am.
If you weren’t quick
enough, a second beta is
planned for all PS4 users
from 11am on Friday to 11am
the following Monday.
You’ll get a sneak peek at
the content including the
chilly Hoarfrost Reach
location and new monster
and gameplay options.
You can try three quests
and all 14 weapon types. The
weapons include new features and a Slinger tool
option — the Clutch Claw
grapple mechanic.
If you beat the beta you’ll
bag goodies like a three-item
pack with consumables — for
the game launch.

1 FIFA 19
2 Days Gone
3 Marvel’s Spider-man
4 Forza Horizon 4
5 Red Dead
Redemption 2
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CYBERPUNK 2077
certainly made headlines
at E3 thanks to Keanu
Reeves’ appearance, but
there is a downside.
A lot of the promotional
items handed out — like
lanyards and exclusive Funko
Pops — are appearing on
eBay. There are even
Cyberpunk Samurai jackets
which were meant for CD
Projekt staff, VIPs and media
being sold for over £200.
CD Projekt’s business
development chief Rafal Jaki
has urged people not to fork
out on eBay because thery
are about to release an
official jacket — for LESS.
WELL
done to the
Last Save Loaded
podcast on hitting
the 300th episode.
Hosts Justin Smith and
Colm Sheridan marked
the milestone with a
live episode with
their fans. Follow
@LastSaveLoaded
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KONAMI is joining the
console battle with a
new TurboGrafx-16 mini.
Each one comes with a
controller and a bunch of preinstalled games including
R-Type, New Adventure
Island, Ninja Spirit, Ys Book 1
& 2, Dungeon Explorer and
Alien Crush with more titles to
be announced before the
launch. It features a quick
save, various display modes
and support for four other
pads but only if you buy a
separate multi-tap adaptor.
There will be three designs
— the US will get the
TurboGrafx-16 mini while we
will get the PC Engine CoreGrafx mini and Japan will get
the PC Engine mini.
No word on price or release
date just yet.

LATEST NEWS, REVIEWS, INTERVIEWS AND PREVIEWS OVER AT CODECMOMENTS.COM

